From their initial identification as 'nucleolar accessory bodies' more than a century ago, the relationship between Cajal bodies and nucleoli has been a subject of interest and controversy. In this review, we seek to place recent developments in the understanding of the physical and functional relationships between the 2 structures in the context of historical observations. Biophysical models of nuclear body formation, the molecular nature of CB/nucleolus interactions and the increasing list of joint roles for CBs and nucleoli, predominantly in assembling ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes, are discussed.
Introduction
The nuclear bodies termed Cajal bodies (CBs, for a review see ref. 1 ) were originally identified as silver-stained spherical bodies in vertebrate neural cells by Ramon Y Cajal in 1903. 2 Cajal described the bodies that now bear his name as 'nucleolar accessory bodies' due to their frequent close proximity to the nucleolus, the most prominent nuclear substructure. The close physical relationship was confirmed by electron microscopy analyses in the 1990s that revealed close association of CBs with nucleoli in the majority of rat neuronal cells in culture and in situ. CBs found at the nucleolar periphery share the 'coiled thread' morphology characteristic of their nucleoplasmic counterparts 3 and are clearly structurally distinct from the nucleolus, though it can be difficult to clearly delimit the border between the two structures ( Fig. 1) . 4 Intimate association of the two has also been observed in most plant cells. 5 Physical contact between CBs and nucleoli is observed only infrequently in transformed cells, however, 6 which has proved a challenge for studying CB/nucleolus interactions in easily-cultured cell lines.
In addition to the close physical relationship indicated by these early studies, detailed analyses of these structures have suggested a close functional relationship. This includes the presence of nucleolar proteins such as fibrillarin, nucleolin, Nopp140 and NAP57 in nucleolar-associated and free nucleoplasmic CBs ( Fig. 2 ; for a review see ref. 7 ), and the transient trafficking of CB-resident proteins through nucleoli and nucleolus-resident RNA species through CBs that has been revealed by photokinetic approaches. 8, 9 Numerous studies have implicated CBs in the modification of non-coding RNAs including those forming the core of snoRNPs (small nucleolar ribonucleoproteins). snoRNPs are required for ribosomal RNA (rRNA) processing by the nucleolus as part of its key role as the site of ribosome biogenesis. 10 Evidence also points to the participation of both structures in the sub-cellular localization and function of specific components of the ribonucleoprotein enzyme telomerase, in RNA interference pathways and in the coordinated cellular response to stresses such as DNA damage. This review seeks to place recent developments in our understanding of the relationship between CBs and nucleoli in the context of the emerging appreciation of the biology of non-coding RNAs and the biophysical processes governing nuclear organization.
Coilin in/at the nucleolus
The protein, coilin was originally identified as an antigen recognized by human autoimmune antibodies that showed accumulation at CBs by light and electron microscopy. [11] [12] [13] The name 'coilin' derives from the term 'coiled body' commonly used for CBs at the time due to their 'coiled thread' morphology in electron microscopy images. 3 Homologs of coilin have since been identified in many species and it is widely used as a marker for CBs, although reliance on this single marker needs to be treated with some caution. 11, 12, 14, 15 Nucleolar accumulation of coilin has been observed in a range of primary and cultured cells over the years, as summarized in Table 1 . 6, Although this accumulation is often seen in response to a particular cellular perturbation or to mutations induced in coilin, nucleolar coilin has also been observed under normal physiological conditions in certain cell types (Table 1A) . Coilin can localize within the nucleolus, or to distinct caps at the edge of the nucleolus. Intranucleolar coilin has been shown shown to colocalize with the rRNA methyltransferase Fibrillarin in the Dense Fibrillar Component (DFC), while coilin in peri-nucleolar caps remains distinct from adjacent Fibrillarin-containing caps (Fig. 2B) .
when exogenously over-expressed in cells ( Fig. 3; Hebert 2000 ; Bohmann 1995), 25, 38 while over-expression of a central fragment showed accumulation at nucleolar caps, along with re-organization of nucleolar structure and inhibition of RNA PolI transcription. 17 A cryptic nucleolar localization signal (NoLS) similar to that found in the E3 ubiquitin ligase MDM2 was identified at aa160-168 (Fig. 3) , and mutation of its basic residues to neutral residues significantly reduced nucleolar accumulation of the N-terminal fragments 1-248 and 1-315. 25 Two acidic patches of amino acids downstream of this region (aa242-259 and aa312-325; Fig. 3 ) were also identified, and mutation of the serine residues within the patches to alanine residues in full-length coilin caused nucleolar accumulation. Interestingly, when all of these regions (the NoLS and two acidic patches) were mutated simultaneously in full-length coilin, there was no effect on its localization. Although the specific mechanism remains unclear, these studies suggest that coilin's nucleolar association may be subject to regulation by posttranslational modification.
Phosphorylation and methylation, both of which have been shown to occur on coilin, have been explored as potential explanations for the occasional presence of a nucleolar pool. An early study using okadaic acid to inhibit serine/threonine protein phosphatase activity showed accumulation of coilin and Sm proteins (normally core components of snRNP splicing factors) in discrete nucleolar regions, consistent with the trafficking of both factors through the nucleolus. 28 An exogenously overexpressed phospho-mimic mutant (coilin S202D; Fig. 3) showed a similar accumulation, however phosphorylation at this site was only recently detected in vivo by mass spectrometry (www.proteomicsdb.org) and the functional relevance has not yet been demonstrated. To complicate matters, nucleolar accumulation of coilin is also observed when other serine/threonine residues are mutated to non-phosphorylatable alanine residues ( Fig. 3 ; 24, 25 ) . With regard to arginine methylation, hypomethylated coilin has been detected in the DFC of the nucleolus in cells that lack a key enzyme in the methionine salvage pathway, 34 while depletion of the protein arginine methyl Figure 1 . Electron Micrographs showing the relationship between nucleoli and Cajal bodies in rat trigeminal ganglion neurons. A and B) CBs juxtaposed to nucleoli. Note the typical structure of the nucleolus with fibrillar centers (FC), dense fibrillar components (DFC) and granular components (GC). In B, the CB (arrow) appears to be associated with a segregated mass of dense material (asterisk) in close proximity to the nucleolar surface C to D) Immunoelectron localization of coilin. With the anticoilin antibody a high density of immuno-gold particles (small black dots) specifically decorated the dense coiled threads of CBs. In C, an extensive portion of the CB is directly apposed on the dense fibrillar component of the nucleolus, whereas the CB of D maintains a minimal connection with this nucleolar component (arrowheads), and the CB of E appears free into the nucleoplasm. Adapted with permission from.
transferases PRMT5 and PRMT7 that methylate coilin induces relocalization to peri-nucleolar caps in HeLa cells 23 albeit not in neuroblastoma cells. 39 This suggests that regulation of the sub-nuclear localization of coilin is more complex than a simple phosphorylation and/or methylation on/off switch and may vary in different cell types.
Accumulation of coilin in peri-nucleolar caps has also been observed under various other conditions (Table 1B) . Formation of these caps, which is accompanied by structural reorganization of the nucleolus, has long been known to occur downstream of the inhibition of rRNA transcription, either directly by drug treatment 31, 40 or following specific stresses such as DNA damage. 21 It is also seen during the transcriptional shutdown and subsequent loss of the nucleus associated with formation of the ocular lens in vivo. 41 Overall, these observations suggest that intra-nucleolar coilin accumulation can occur as part of normal transport pathways, while the peri-nucleolar capping phenotype is mainly associated with cellular stress responses that result in shutdown of rRNA transcription.
CBs in the nucleolus
Based on the early ultrastructural analyses of CBs and nucleoli in the rat nervous system that revealed a range of degrees of physical association between the two structures, it was originally suggested that CBs could both fuse with and bud from the nucleolar periphery coupled with the advent of green fluorescent protein technology and its application to nuclear dynamics, allowed this to be tested in live mammalian and plant cells and tissues by time-lapse fluorescence imaging. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] In these studies, CBs were observed to fuse and bud within the nucleoplasm, occasionally to form CBs with differing protein compositions 44 and to fuse with each other at the nucleolar periphery. 42 They were not, however, observed to bud from or fuse with nucleoli. Fibrillarin and SmB co-localize with Coilin at CBs (white arrows) in mouse embryonic fibroblast cells. Coilin (red) was detected using anti-coilin primary and anti-rabbit-Cy5 secondary antibodies, Fibrillarin (magenta) using anti-Fib primary and anti-mouse-TRITC secondary antibodies, SmB (green) by overexpression of YFP-tagged SmB for 48 hours and DNA (blue) by DAPI staining. Fibrillarin is also present in nucleoli (yellow arrows). SmB is also present in speckles (arrowheads). Bar D 10 mm. (B) In untreated U2OS cells, a subset of Fibrillarin (red) accumulates with Coilin (green) in CBs (boxed region, expanded as inset). Upon inhibition of Pol I-and Pol II-mediated RNA transcription by Actinomycin D treatment (2.5 ug/ml for 2 hrs), Fibrillarin and Coilin aggregate in distinct peri-nucleolar caps (boxed region, expanded as inset). Fibrillarin was detected using anti-fibrillarin primary and anti-mouse-Alexa568 secondary antibodies, Coilin using anti-coilin primary and anti-rabbit-Alexa488 secondary antibodies and DNA by DAPI staining. Bar D 10 mm.
More recently, a number of other proteins sometimes found in CBs, including the transport factor CRM1 and the small ubiquitin-related modifier SUMO1, 47, 48 have also been found in discrete structures within nucleoli. These have been described as "intranucleolar bodies" (INBs) that are up-regulated by certain types of DNA damage, 49 and as "Crm1 nucleolar bodies". 50 These novel structures, however, contain a relatively low concentration of coilin 49 and do not show an ultra-structural appearance typical of CBs, 51 so are unlikely to represent intra-nucleolar CBs. The complexity of the nuclear localizations of proteins shared by nucleoli and CBs and of coilin itself, which also shows a substantial diffuse nucleoplasmic pool, continues to make the definite identification of CBs controversial, but current evidence does not appear to support the presence of CBs within nucleoli.
Physical properties of nucleoli and CBs
A longstanding question in the field of sub-nuclear organization has been how non-membranous nuclear bodies such as CBs and nucleoli form and maintain their distinct structures. It is generally accepted that they function to concentrate proteins and RNAs involved in related processes in a confined space, in order to enhance reaction efficiency and facilitate regulation. Models of self-organization, either stochastic or hierarchical, have thus been proposed, with evidence suggesting that a combination of both may drive nuclear body assembly. 52 In the case of nucleoli, assembly has been shown to be triggered by activation of rDNA transcription and accumulation of rRNA transcripts at ribosomal gene loci. 53 Although the mechanics of CB formation have not yet been studied to the same extent, it has been shown that CBs can be induced by tethering related protein or RNA components to engineered gene loci, 54, 55 suggesting that a similar activity-driven self-assembly may occur.
The physical step that occurs after an initial "seeding" event to form a gelatinous body from soluble constituents is believed to be a phase transition/separation driven by underlying protein-protein and protein-RNA interactions. [56] [57] [58] [59] This area of research is providing surprising insight into the potential for these interactions and their consequences to explain the dynamic assembly/disassembly and maintenance of non-membraneous nuclear organelles (for reviews see refs. [60] [61] [62] ). These sol-gel phase transitions are mediated by multiple weak binding interactions between intrinsically disordered low complexity sequences, which are enriched in many RNA-and DNA-binding proteins. Recently, low complexity domains in paraspeckle-localized proteins were implicated in the formation of this sub-nuclear body. 63 Although not yet demonstrated, it is likely that CB formation involves similar physical events. The process has been shown to be temperature-dependent, 64 for example, while p80-coilin, in common with other proteins shown to drive phase transitions, can self-associate, 25 binds RNA, 65, 66 and contains a central low complexity region. 15 Consistent with this general model for nuclear organelle formation, nucleoli in Xenopus oocytes have been demonstrated to behave as viscous fluid droplets that can fuse into larger bodies. 67 A more recent study in C.elegans embryos suggested that the concentration of nucleolar components must achieve a certain minimum concentration in order for nucleoli to assemble, 68 and that active processes such as rRNA transcription contribute to formation via modulation of effective thermodynamic interaction parameters. 69 This, along with the demonstration that purified recombinant nucleolar proteins such as fibrillarin and nucleophosmin can phase separate into liquid droplets mediated by low complexity regions in their amino acid sequences, 70 strengthens the argument that nucleolar assembly represents an intracellular phase transition.
That said, refinements to the model would clearly be required in order to explain complex interactions between different sub-nuclear structures such as that observed between the CB and nucleolus. These structures share many protein and RNA components and, under certain conditions, an intimate physical connection, yet remain physically and structurally distinct.
What mediates the physical interaction between nucleoli and CBs?
A variety of nuclear bodies show close interactions with each other, but in many cases it is not yet clear what molecular mechanisms mediate these associations. In the case of nucleoli and CBs, there are many possible factors that may act as the molecular 'glue' linking them together. The association of CBs with snRNA gene loci in mammalian cells is known to be dependent on the on-going transcription of snRNA. [71] [72] [73] Recent work has also implicated the CB-localized SUMO isopeptidase USPL1 as a protein factor mediating the interaction of CBs with snRNA genes. USPL1, though, is thought to promote CB/ snRNA gene interactions through an effect on snRNA transcription, resulting in a somewhat circular argument placing RNA 'in the frame' for mediating the connection. 26 Given that the nucleolus is, essentially, a structure built around transcriptionally active rRNA gene loci, 74 there may be similar RNA-dependent mechanisms mediating the association of CBs with nucleoli, but no clear model for this has yet been proposed. Studies using UV cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (CLIP) to identify RNA species able to interact with GFPcoilin in human and mouse cells 66 identified rRNAs, including PolI-transcribed 28S and 18S and PolII-transcribed 5S rRNAs. Full validation of these potential interactions was, however, outside the scope of the published study. Interestingly, though, coilin has previously been proposed to interact with 47/45S pre-rRNA, based on immunoprecipitation of endogenous coilin from HeLa cells followed by quantitative real-time reverse transcriptase PCR. 65 Taken together, these data suggest that newly transcribed rRNA may indeed be instrumental in tethering CBs to nucleoli.
Electron microscopic examination of nucleoli in plants 75 identified CBs in the immediate neighborhood of 'nucleolar organizer tracks', which likely represent the rDNA chromatin (for a review see ref. 76 ), although few apparent physical connections were observed. Two recent studies directly probed for interactions between CBs and chromosomal DNA. One used GFP-tagged coilin as the bait protein in a chromatin immunoprecipitation/high-throughput DNA sequencing approach (ChIP-seq; 66 ), while the other used the U1 snRNA genomic regions, widely reported to interact with CBs with high frequency, in a genome-wide chromosome conformation capture analysis (4C-Seq; 77 ). Although the results of both suggested extensive interactions between CBs and loci encoding snRNAs, snoRNAs and histone RNAs, neither explicitly examined rDNA sequences. This leaves the question of whether or not CBs can interact directly with rDNA unanswered.
Functional interactions snoRNP and snRNP assembly and processing
The most extensively studied functional interaction between CBs and nucleoli is that of RNP (ribonucleoprotein) assembly (Fig. 4A) . CBs have long been implicated in the assembly of ribonucleoproteins that play essential house-keeping roles within the nucleus. These include the small nucleolar ribonucleoproteins (snoRNPs) required for rRNA processing within the nucleolus and the small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) required for pre-mRNA splicing. Both are formed from highly structured and modified small RNA cores and specific sub-sets of proteins. As highlighted above (Fig. 2) , the snoRNP protein fibrillarin, a methyltransferase essential for the snoRNP-directed modification of rRNA is found in both nucleoli and CBs 12, 64 and was an early marker for the CB that hinted at a role for this structure in snoRNP biogenesis. Furthermore, transient localization of micro-injected box C/D snoRNAs, which form the RNA core of snoRNPs, to CBs prior to their steady-state accumulation in nucleoli was an early observation in a study in Xenopus oocytes. 8 One of the snoRNAs used in this study was U3 snoRNA, vital for rRNA processing. Subsequently, it was demonstrated that key stages of U3 snoRNA processing and addition of proteins to the maturing snoRNP complex take place in the CB. [78] [79] [80] Both of the two main classes of snoRNAs (box C/D and box H/ACA) have been detected in plant and mammalian CBs, 81, 82 (for a review see ref. 83 ), strongly suggesting that the CB is involved in the processing and/or assembly of a wide range of snoRNPs.
While the role of CBs in snoRNP assembly is well established, it is not entirely clear whether CBs and nucleoli share roles in splicing snRNP maturation. Splicing snRNPs (U1, U2, U4/5 and U6) comprise a core of snRNA surrounded by a ring of 7 different members of the Sm protein family and a number of additional proteins unique to each snRNP. Splicing snRNPs are found predominantly in CBs and speckles, but accumulate within nucleoli in certain conditions, as discussed in more detail above. In Xenopus oocytes the injection of mutants of U2 snRNA, the RNA core of the U2 snRNP, revealed a correlation between the ability of the snRNA to localize to the nucleolus and the ability of the cell to modify the snRNA. 84 In human cells, expression of GFP-tagged members of the Sm protein family results in their accumulation in CBs and nucleoli prior to their accumulation in splicing speckles, suggesting a joint role for the 2 in snRNP assembly. 9 However, the localisations of the different Sm proteins within the nucleolus are not identical, so the role of the nucleolus with regard to splicing snRNP maturation and assembly remains unclear.
The traffic of CB-resident snoRNPs and snRNPs between CBs and nucleoli appears to use mechanisms involving the export factors CRM1 and PHAX. 48, 78, 80 A study designed to identify the range of RNA species able to interact with the core CB protein coilin (discussed above), 66 revealed that hundreds of non-coding RNAs associate with GFP-coilin. Some are resident in CBs at steady-state while others are not, suggesting that many more small RNAs may traffic through CBs than have previously been identified to reside there. Although small Cajal body RNAs (scaRNAs) and spliceosomal snRNAs, which are well-accepted CB components, were identified in this screen, the most abundant class of RNAs obtained was snoRNAs. Those investigated further by micro-injection of in vitro transcribed RNAs were confirmed to accumulate in CBs as well as in nucleoli, in some cases accumulating in CBs prior to nucleoli. These observations suggest that CBs have a more generalized role in snoRNP assembly and/or maturation than has previously been appreciated.
Telomerase biogenesis and telomere maintenance
Telomerase is a specialized RNP responsible for the maintenance of telomeric DNA and consequent protection of chromosomal ends. Defects in telomere maintenance, primarily their increased stability, are seen in most cancers while diseases such as aplastic anaemia and dyskeratosis congenita result from deficiencies in telomerase (for a review see ref. 85 ). In humans, the telomerase RNP is comprised of telomerase RNA (hTR or TERC) and the telomerase reverse transcriptase enzyme (hTERT), together with the accessory proteins dyskerin, NOP10, NHP2 and GAR1. The telomerase RNA contains an H/ACA motif, which is also found in snoRNAs and in the small Cajal body RNAs (scaRNAs) that reside in CBs. 86 hTERT has been detected in nucleoli using GFP-tagged constructs, 87, 88 while both hTERT and hTR have been detected in nucleoli and in CBs. 89, 90 Most of the accessory proteins have also been detected in both structures (for a review see ref. 91 ). CBs and the signature protein coilin are implicated directly in telomere maintenance through a proposed role in delivering the telomerase RNP to telomeres, where it becomes active (Fig. 4B) . A sub-set of CBs co-localize with telomeres during Sphase in the cell cycle, when telomerase is active, 92 while depletion of coilin can abolish the accumulation of telomerase at telomeres. 93 It has also been suggested that CBs have a role in the maturation of the telomerase RNP, analogous to their role in snRNP and snoRNP maturation, although this is not yet clear (for a review see ref. 94 ). The reason for the localization of telomerase to the nucleolus is still more controversial. Detailed examination of the dynamic nature of hTR and hTERT localizations throughout the cell cycle in HeLa cells 95 suggested a role for the nucleolus in telomerase biogenesis, though perhaps not actually in the assembly of the telomerase RNP. Early in Sphase, both hTERT and hTR were localized to the nucleolus. However, while hTERT appeared diffuse throughout the nucleolar interior, hTR was found in CBs associated with the nucleolar periphery, often showing a crescent shape around the nucleolus. Only later in S-phase did the two co-localize in nucleoplasmic Cajal bodies.
More recently, electron microscopy has been used to examine the localization of different components of the telomerase RNP within the nucleolus. The reverse transcriptase enzyme, hTERT, localizes to the dense fibrillar and granular components of the nucleolar interior in S-phase and G1-phase HeLa cells, consistent with previous reports. 87, 88 The telomerase accessory protein dyskerin, however, was found in nucleolarassociated CBs but also in the dense fibrillar region of the nucleolus. 96 This is certainly suggestive of a role for the nucleolus in early telomerase assembly, perhaps passing the complex to CBs for further processing and/or transport to telomeres. In support of a role for the nucleolus in telomerase assembly, in induced pluripotent stem cells from a subset of patients with a telomere homeostasis-related disease called dyskeratosis congenital (DC), telomerase activity was found to be normal, albeit mislocalized from CBs to nucleoli. 97 These patients had mutations in a scaffold protein called WRAP53 (also known as WDR79 or TCAB1) that has been shown to bind coilin 36 and recruit scaRNA and hTR to CBs. 98, 99 Defects in telomerase trafficking to telomeres associated with this inability of mutant WRAP53 to target the complex to CBs have been suggested to be part of the molecular pathology of DC. 100 Other reports do not, however, support a role for the nucleolus in telomere assembly. In fibroblasts, overexpression of GFP-tagged mutants of TERT that are unable to accumulate in the nucleolus resulted in similar increases in telomere stability and extended replicative life-cycle as were obtained by overexpressing wild-type TERT. 101 It should be noted, though, that interpretation of results such as these is complicated by the concept that nuclear bodies such as CBs and nucleoli function to concentrate molecular events that can still occur elsewhere in the nucleus.
Alternative explanations for the presence of telomerase components in nucleoli have also been suggested, such as the stimulation of rDNA transcription in rapidly proliferating cells. 102 These ideas, together with the number of telomereindependent roles currently being proposed for TERT, including modulation of gene expression through transcriptional modulation and small interfering RNA (siRNA) processing (for a review see ref. 103 ), make it clear that a dual role for nucleoli and CBs in telomerase biogenesis is far from a certainty.
RNA interference (RNAi) pathways
The fine-tuning of gene regulation by various classes of small RNAs, including micro-RNAs (miRNAs), small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) is a hugely complex area. All three of these classes of small RNA can target specific mRNA transcripts for degradation. Modulation of gene expression through DNA methylation can also be mediated by small RNAs in the fission yeast S. pombe 104 and in plants. Small RNAs of the piRNA class are able to direct chromatin methylation and gene repression in the germlines of C. elegans, Drosophila and mouse 105, 106 (for a review see ref 107 ), but DNA methylation targeted by small RNAs has not been documented in mammalian somatic cells.
In plants, nucleoli and CBs have been implicated both in transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) mediated through RNAi-directed epigenetic modification of chromatin and in miRNA directed cleavage of mRNA. RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) in plants requires numerous proteins including the argonaute family member ARGONAUTE 4 (AGO4), RNA polymerase IV (PolIV), RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 2 (RDR2) and DICER-LIKE 3 (DCL3) together with a 24 nucleotide siRNA. Co-localization of several of these (AGO4, DCL3, RDR2 and NRPD1b (the largest subunit of PolIV)) with siRNAs within Arabidopsis nucleoli has been reported, leading to the proposal of a nucleolar processing center for assembly of silencing complexes within the nucleolus. 108 The nucleolar signals for all 4 of these proteins were either at the center or at the periphery of the nucleolus, with clear puncta also seen elsewhere within the nucleus. A partner paper, 109 revealed that the nucleolus-associated bodies and nuclear puncta containing the RdDM factors also contain several typical Cajal body markers: trimethylguanosine-capped snRNAs and the snRNP proteins SmD3 and U2B. This added a further dimension to the model proposed, whereby an siRNA complex containing AGO4 and NRPDb1 is assembled by RDR2 and DCL3 in the nucleolus, Cajal body or both, prior to delivery to target loci where it mediates gene silencing via RNA-directed DNA methylation. These studies did not, however, investigate the presence of the Arabidopsis coilin homolog, Atcoilin, in the nuclear bodies.
Several studies on the localization of machinery required for production of miRNAs targeting mRNAs for cleavage have also implicated the nucleolus and nuclear bodies with miRNA processing in plants. Dicer-like (DCL1), HYPONASTIC LEAVES 1 (HYL1) and SERRATE (SE) have all been identified in structures resembling CBs. 110, 111 However, while these bodies did contain the CB markers SmD3 and SmB, Atcoilin was absent from them. Furthermore, the putative miRNA processing bodies persisted in mutant plants lacking CBs. 110 This complexity makes the potential role for CBs in miRNA processing in plants uncertain and emphasizes the difficulty in positively identifying CBs: can a nuclear body containing a number of CB marker proteins but not coilin still be classified as a CB, or is a new classification of nuclear body required in this instance? Ultrastructural analysis of these mi/siRNA processing bodies is currently lacking, but may provide further clarification.
The miRNA-mediated post-transcription gene silencing pathway in mammalian cells, originally believed to be exclusively cytoplasmic, has also been proposed to function to some extent in the nucleus. Several reports have been made of the presence of essential miRNA factors such as Argonaute-2 (Ago2) and Dicer in the nucleus, [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] and a recent report suggested they may also be active in the nucleus. 117 Analysis of RNAs interacting with Ago1 and Ago2 in human cells identified miRNAs believed to be derived from the snoRNA ACA45. 118 Given that the argonaute family, together with the miRNA itself, form the core of gene silencing effector complexes, this is suggestive of a role for the nucleolus in mRNA-targeting RNAi pathways. Further evidence in favor of this idea was provided by the discovery of numerous miRNAs in rat myoblast nucleoli, both in precursor and mature forms.
119 While some of these had sequence homology to snoRNAs, others did not, suggesting that they were not processed from snoRNAs and that the nucleolus may have a role in assembling the RNA/protein cores of RNAi silencing complexes in mammalian cells.
Additional roles unrelated to RNA processing
The expanding nucleolar and CB proteomes have highlighted other potentially shared functional roles beyond RNA processing pathways. For example, both structures have been linked to stress response in general, and DNA damage response in particular. It was recognized years ago that in addition to its key role in ribosome biogenesis, the nucleolus also functions as a central hub that senses and mediates the cellular response to stresses that include heat shock, starvation, inhibition of transcription and DNA damage. Interestingly, the structure and composition of Cajal bodies is also altered under most of these conditions (for a review see ref 120 ). As discussed above, an early observation was the disruption of CBs and relocalization of p80-coilin to the nucleolar periphery in response to transcriptional inhibition. 12, 18, 31 Recently, peri-nucleolar accumulation of coilin was demonstrated in response to cisplatin-and g-irradiation-induced DNA damage, 21 and correlated with inhibition of RNA Pol I activity. Demonstration of previously unknown interactions between coilin and both the polymerase subunit RPA-194 and the transcription factor UBF suggests a causative role, although further work is needed.
The expanding interactome of coilin has also identified associations with DNA repair factors including the Ku proteins, which associate with a catalytic subunit to form the DNAdependent protein kinase complex mediating non-homologous DNA end joining 121 and the multi-functional scaffold protein WRAP53 (also called WDR79 or TCAB1 36, 122 ), which is involved in retention of telomerase RNA in CBs and in DNA double strand break repair. As with many aspects of CB biology, the interpretation of these observations is hampered by the pleiotropic functions of many CB-resident proteins.
Do the nucleolus and CBs need each other?
As discussed in the preceding sections, it is clear that CBs and nucleoli have key shared functions, with CBs largely fulfilling the role originally proposed for them as nucleolar accessory bodies. While over-expression of mutants of coilin can clearly disrupt nucleolar structure, a key remaining question is whether the nucleolus actually needs CBs to function correctly. Arabidopsis mutants lacking the plant homolog of coilin and containing no discernable CBs are viable. They show no obvious defects in nucleolar structure using immunohistochemistry to detect fibrillarin or at the EM level. 123 Likewise, the coilin knock-out mouse appears essentially normal, though with reduced viability. Again, nucleolar structure appears unaltered as judged by staining with anti-fibrillarin antibodies or by the traditional silver-staining method. 124 Nucleoplasmic bodies termed 'residual CBs' in this study contain the nucleolar proteins fibrillarin and Nopp140 but fail to recruit the snRNPassociated Sm proteins or the Survival of Motor Neurons (SMN) protein required for snRNP assembly. Taken together, these observations suggest that nucleolar structure is not dependent on the presence of CBs or of coilin, but that the presence of CBs, at least in mammals, is an advantage to the organism most likely by increasing the efficiency of nuclear processes such as snRNP and snoRNP assembly.
Conversely, inhibiting the major function of the nucleolus with transcriptional inhibitors has a profound effect on CB structure. This suggests that CBs need nucleoli for their physical integrity. There are, however, certain unusual situations in which CBs may exist in the absence of functional nucleoli. A study using prolonged nocodazole treatment to induce micronucleation of rat-kangaroo kidney cells reported a number of micronuclei containing CB-like structures but not nucleoli. 125 In pigeon oocytes, which lack functional nucleoli, CB-like structures, containing coilin and snRNPs but lacking fibrillarin, have been detected, 126 suggesting that CBs may, on occasion, be independent from nucleoli.
Overview
From both a physical and a functional perspective, the relationship between CBs and the nucleolus has always been, and remains, complicated. Although their occasional proximity to the nucleolus has been clear since the earliest discovery of CBs more than a century ago, physical interactions between CBs and nucleoli show species-specific and cell type-specific differences and also vary across the cell cycle in cultured cell lines.
The variations in the physical relationship between CBs and nucleoli have been demonstrated in several species by electron microscopy, but the molecular events and interactions mediating this relationship remain elusive. Tantalizing hints from sequencing studies suggest that RNA or DNA may link the 2 structures, with the ability of newly transcribed rRNA to 'seed' assembly of the nucleolus making RNA a clear front-runner. Once formed, the nucleolus and, most likely, CBs behave as viscous fluid droplets, but it remains unclear how simple thermodynamic models of nuclear organization can fully explain the complex relationship between these 2 distinct structures.
Some of the difficulty in elucidating the complex relationship between nucleoli and CBs arises from the continuing ambiguity in positively identifying the latter. While the most commonly used marker is coilin, this protein is not highly conserved throughout evolution and orthologues have not so far been identified in all model organisms. Alternative markers can be used, however the same issue remains: can a nuclear body containing several established CB markers but not coilin itself be classified as a CB? This conundrum is exemplified by the controversy surrounding the nuclear bodies implicated in miRNA processing in plants, which appear to lack the plant coilin homolog Atcoilin. It also bears comparison to the complex relationships between CBs and histone locus bodies and between CBs and gems, both of which are reviewed in detail elsewhere in this issue.
The functional interactions between nucleoli and CBs are more straightforward and revolve predominantly around the assembly and/or processing of ribonucleoprotein complexes (RNPs). Although snoRNPs are the classic example of RNPs required by the nucleolus and assembled with the assistance of CBs, it now seems likely that CBs are a common way-station for small RNAs of different classes within the nucleus, although a substantial amount of further work is required to fully understand the proposed joint roles for CBs and nucleoli in assembling other RNPs such as telomerase and the effectors of RNAi pathways. It is not that far-reaching to suggest that, once the nucleolus evolved as a site enriched in rRNA processing factors, with the CB as an accessory body, the cell subsequently exploited these structures to carry out other functions associated with RNP formation.
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